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Your new
media partner

About us

Our mission

Our agency

Our people

We’re here to better
communicate the value of
engineering & technical
organisations - at an
affordable price

Unlike most other
agencies, we specifically
help engineering &
technical businesses

We’re a collective of engineers,
technical specialists, marketing
and media people with years of
experience in our respective
industries
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Communicating
your value can be
difficult
Using your organisations’s staff to generate
marketing material, websites and other assets
doesn’t always guarantee the best results.
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Most external agencies aren’t technically
minded and will struggle to understand what
you do.

We’re different. We’ve formed a collective of
technical, marketing and media people to
communicate your value in the most
cost-effective & optimal way possible.

Why 33DEGREES?
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How we solve it
We speak your language

33DEGREES

Our engineers & technical specialists are adept
to understanding and communicating your
value.

We deliver a full-package
solution
There’s no need to employ several different
agencies - we can deliver all of what you need
to project value.
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We’re here when you need us
We understand that your business doesn't
necessarily want to fund full-time marketing and
media specialists. We're only here when you need
us, which will save you money.

Our values
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Why are we better?
Feature

Your Staff

Generic
Marketing
Agency

33DEGREES

Technically Minded

They have the capacity to understand
what you do as a technical organisation

Media Specialist

?

Marketing Specialist

?

They are able to professionally package
& project your value

They are able to communicate
your value
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Full-Package Solution
They are able to meet all your
marketing & media needs, affordably

?

?

Competitive analysis

Generic
Media
Agency
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How we will help

Services

We’ll work with you to understand exactly what deliverables
will provide the greatest ROI

Websites

Marketing

Photo & Video

Graphic Design

Template Website

Tracking & Analytics

Company Insight Reel

Logo Design

Custom Website

Creative Media

Promotional Content

Infographics

E-Commerce

Social Media

Social Media Posts

Advertising

Maintenance

SEO - Search Engine Optimisation

Educational Videos

Stationary

Analytics

PPC - Pay Per Click

Aerial & Drone Shots

Branding

Full-Package Solution*

*available to clients who require comprehensive rebranding
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Case Study

33DEGREES

Their Problem
The University of Oxford’s Earth Science
Department approached us with a simple but
frustrating problem – too many microscopes
were accidentally broken by students. Whilst
every student receives a demonstration when
they first join the University, skill-fade sets in,
and they fail to properly set up, use and put
away the microscopes correctly in the weeks
and months that follow.

Our Solution
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Our tutorial video delivers the teaching content
of experienced lab technicians in a bitesize
6-minute video. Hosting the video on Youtube
also means that it can be watched on-demand so if a student wishes to refresh their memory
on the microscope’s best practices, it’s always
readily available.
Visit www.33deg.co/projects to learn more

Example photo & video project
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Case Study

33DEGREES

Their Problem
Integrated Water Services (IWS) approached
33DEGREES to help establish a new
Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for
correctly reacting to a near-miss, accident or
incident. IWS were keen to ensure that their
people had some way of quickly referencing
the new SOP.

Our Solution
The final deliverables quickly provided IWS
with a clean, modern, and informative asset.
IWS’s brand blue colours were also
integrated well into the final designs and
reflect the company’s values.
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Visit www.33deg.co/projects to learn more

Example graphic design project

Photography & videography to promote a
Department and attract new students

Production of infographics & print to establish
refreshed safety procedures

Production of infographics & print to establish
refreshed safety procedures

Educational tutorial videos and infographics
to demonstrate the correct use of a microscope,
saving the department significant funds on repairs

Production of educational content to demonstrate
firefighting equipment, allowing for remote teaching
and significantly reducing training burden

Marketing advice and production of a plan to
help build the businesses brand recognition

33DEGREES
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Who we’ve helped
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KEY:
Production of a sponsorship & fundraising
video for social media

Branding, print, livery design & email setup to promote
a new business

Drone photography to produce site planning
tools which has created 30% more capacity
in the storage yard
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